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This Sacred NORAN is an overview of our NORdic ANswers for the 
Reconquest of our natural original & traditional Nordeuropean 

Spirituality & Way of Life.

This text has been wrote by Andre-Hans von BREMEN, that you could name « The 
Prophet of NORDLANDIA » and if you speak about Prophestism... you can only 
place it in the frame of a Church... the reason why we speak here about « The 
Church of Gotland ».

« The Nature hates Emptyness » and the actual danger for Nordlandia is that the 
emptyness created by the disappearance of Christian practice risks to be filled by 
Islamic fanatism added to their Triple Demography paid by our heavy taxes ! 
Sweden is the most typical bad case of what can happend to whole Nordlandia if 
nothing comes to stop this continuous « Treason of the Elites »...

Indeed, as our Elites imposed the Middle-East born Christian Monotheism to their 
own populations in the past... we see that the same Elites are again treasing their 
own Folks with their Pro-Islam attitude dictated by their own interests, against the 
will and the happyness of our Folks.



We fully agree with Oswald SPENGLER when he said that Christianism is the Grand-
Mother of Bolchevism : both are One-Worldist dogmatics that said openly that the 
intend to conquer the world... as Islamism in now claiming too !  

A presentation done a long time ago by our « Prophet » Andre-Hans explains very 
very the organic differences between the sane need of the Folks of Harmony 
between generations and with its local environment and the dangers of the Globalist 
One-World Open Borders dogmatics as Christianism, Bolchevism or today 
Islamism. 

You can watch this video at : https://vimeo.com/70698459

Bolchevism has failed, Christian practice has more or less completely disappeard, 
the EU is more and more criticized for its authoritarian attitude about Massive 
Migrations that they want to impose at the order of UNO that said clearly that « EU 
has to Undermine the Homogeinity of its Populations » . A dogma they confirmed 
recently with their Eastern Whishes of 2018 : Massive Migrations to Europe is 
Inevitable, Desirable & Necessary !



The 3 Middle-East born Monotheisms are Judaism for themselves, the disappearing 
Christian practice and the growing Islamism announcing clearly their will to 
conquer us by numerous bombings, trucks attacks & rapes in all the West ! 

The Left Wing of Christianism are as much dangerous as players marking goals 
against its own Team. They have to be stopped by legal means.

The Circoncision Team is composed by 2 well defined separate Teams that are in 
conflict with each others : Judaïsm and Islamism.

I will deliver you here the personal experience of someone living in the Hanseatic 
Cityport of Antwerp that has a long experience of the presence of the 2 Circoncision 
Teams in their wall :

In front of our NORAN, the Jewish population is not a menace for our NORAN Way 
of Life : they place no bombs and attack nobody. Some of them, active in the 
Diamond Business are certainly a financial plus for the City Income Taxes.

At the contrary, the Maroccan Muslim Community of Antwerp, located mainly in the 
area of Borgerhout in South-Antwerp (an area nicknamed as Borgerokko) is known 
for their activities in Criminality related to Drugs Traffic, as very well explained in 
this book :



At about less than 50 km from Antwerp, remember also that is were young Belgo-
Muslims from Brussels that placed the Bombs at Brussels Airport & Metro not so 
long ago, on the 22 of March 2016, that killed 32 persons + 340 wounded. More is 
explained on Wikipedia : https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Brussels_bombings 

So, between a peaceful attitude & diamonds of the non-Proselytic Jews and Drugs & 
Bombs of Muslim community claiming their intention to conquer the world in the 
name of ISIS...  it is not difficult to decide who is socially positive or negative for our 
NORDLANDIA Way of Life.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Brussels_bombings


PRACTICALLY....

We will start the procedure to have « The Chuch of Gotland » recognized as 
« Religion » and I express our Followers to think about doing the same in their 
country. 

No submission to a « Unique God » as in Monotheism, referring to our NORAN as a 
tool to preserve our Traditional NORDLANDIA Way of Life referring to Ancient 
Greece, German & Scandinavian mythologies as symbolic representation of our 
mind.

Two examples are to follow for structural and juridical reasons (Law of Precedent - 
Rechtsprechung) and they are :

1° The Salvation Army - We have choosen for the Navy Corporate Image and to 
target our own Poor & Old First. No « discrimination » just organizing « queuing » !

2° The Church of Scientology from which the assets are estimated at 1.5 billion $.... 
a small part of it could already very useful to start constructing our « Church of 
Gotland » ! 

Indeed, nothing can been done without Money... and strongly motivated persons.

The reason why the access to our website will be limited to people supporting us 
financially, even if it is only 5 € monthly. A question of princip : the moment has 
come to upgrade the speed and do more than just having Keyboard-Friends !

But also to people accepting our Navy-Like Dress Code and ready to spread our 
NORAN around them ! Remember what the Queen of Denmark said ! Up to us to do 
it intelligently and legally !



And now something completely different 
from Main Stream Merdias :
 
All the negative things we think about « EUROPE » 

In our NORAN Opinion, the concept of « EUROPE » is the he codename of the long 
term plan to invade NORDLANDIA by Cultural & Demographic Sabotage by cutting 
the Folks from their original « Roots ». 

We refer to the Island of Gotland as Centre of our Belief and Life is proven of being 
there 7000 years old : the reason why we will speak about a Calendar of 7018 ! 

Remember that the Italians of Rome went to North of England... then stopped and 
builded the Hadrian Wall to block the Scottish they could not invade...

NORDLANDIA are the people at the North of this wall... 



Step One : 

It started a long time ago by clalming that the Odissey of Homer 
happend in Mediterranee while study of cities & landscapes haven 
proven it happend in the Baltic Area.  See the book about it... 



Step Two : 

Middle-East thinkers - keeping for themselves a calendar around 5000 
years old - convinced the European Elites to impose the Middle-East 
born Christian Monotheism Religion to their Population and to start the 
counting of History after the birth of a so-called Son of God named 
Jesus. People who did not agree were massively murdered, from 
Charlemagne to the Inquisition... so are we now in 2018...

Significantly, Northern Europe "Protested" while South Europe adopt it 
blindly. See here the North-South difference : North Europe mainly 
Protestant while South Europe has the biggest amount of cities with 
names starting with "Saint"of whole Europe... compare the two maps 
and the attitudes of their respective Nordic & Latin Royal Families..



Step Three

Thinkers with Middle-East "Roots" as Marx, Freud, The Frankfurter 
School, Derrida invented and spreaded the Communism that has now 
been proven as a total economic and human failure. It continues now 
with the "Cultural Marxism" that is simply Communism with other 
clothes... 

See what are saying people with identical « Roots » about France... 
Significantly, those 2 people are since a long time « Personal Advisers » 
from several French Presidents of the Republic... Add to that the fact 
that the actuam Macron is himself an ex-Banker of the Rothschild Group 
and you will have the full picture...

Happily some countries (mainly ex-Victims of Communism !) are now 
grouped in the Visegrad Group for a struggle against the EU Diktats !  



Step Four : 

Now that Christian Monotheism is significantly loosing place, it also lost 
its power as tool to dominate the masses as it did on the beginning.

To have again a Dominating Tool in their hands, European Elites are 
now sold to another Middle-East born Monotheism : Pro-Islamism.
The book "Soumission" about this attitude, from the French Michel 
Houellebecq, is really a Must-Read !  



Step Five : 

The programmed Massive Invasion of Europe by people coming from 
Middle-East & Africa... that is now running, under the cover of Globalist 
Humanism... The orders came originally from UNO Chief of Migration, 
Peter Sutherland, that was also by coincidence, Member of the Board of 
Directors of Goldman-Sachs... It happend with the Help of Eu, of OUR 
European Governments & Leftist NGO Harmful Idiots... UNO confirmed 
it recently in its Eastern Message of 2018 : "Mass Migration to Europe is 
Inevitable, Desirable & Necessary...



Maybe are Steps 3 to 5 simply a way to impose the American Marketing 
EMEA in Europe ? French President Macron from Rothschild works 
clearly in this way... 

Our "Kulturkampf pro Nordlandia" is clear : Fighting for our Social & 
Cultural « Rights to Be Different » ! 

The Enemy : The Cultural Marxism that is now quasi permanently 
infiltrated in the MSM Press, TV, Show Business & Film industry through 
Big Money and ao  the technique of « Combat Journalism » theorized by 
the Communist Thinker Antonio GRAMSCI.  

They are all Tools of the Globalist New 
World Order that wants precisely the 
contrary : Erase the local Cultures & 
Nations... to facilitate the Multinational 
Business... something very well explained in 
this book exposing the Hate that Super-
Riches have for the Folks ! 



We developped an "Antidote" for Nordeuropa : The NORDLANDIA 
TRILOGY ! Social, Cultural & Economy. See it via 
http://NordPeace.simplesite.com 

Go also to our Blog where we present NORDLANDIA, a Certain Way of 
Life : http://BlogofGotland.wordpress.com 

If you want to show your NORDLANDIA Belief, some items are ready for 
purchase on http://www.cafepress.com/NORDLANDIA

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FNordPeace.simplesite.com%2F&h=ATOI9R1d202og8n1BgpbPkCT0832tOZN7BX5kcTKEIXftDapXYri9RnK3OxohL_2DdMl3qBj2wPUR0mioJMIVWm7as7OAB3LmVysy-S6gQnMj5j8cPFu_eApAgDvDhSN70A
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FBlogofGotland.wordpress.com%2F&h=ATOwmosvy-EWMmR3ghveINPRTIctyNVCCM8o9FrWwWdXpjaa8WyOBeeS38EvhM6c_s0GtA-SZRtrqelbtkdC4QlvOIoBZa56Bn4vk79rwkCCGUV1-D8vVMdrRPsGysJsziw
http://www.cafepress.com/NORDLANDIA


Short explanations...

We don’t believe in God and certainly not in the idea that a so-called 
Son of God « Made in Middle East » could be our main hero.

But contrary to the full Atheist attitude of Communists, we tink that a 
reference to Old local Traditions can be a sociologic plus to group a 
community to celebrate Steps of Life and Nature : Birth, Marriage, 
Death.. Remember also that the birth of Jesus-Christ has been totally 
artificially placed on the Middle of Yule Time & Winter Solstice... during 
the Christian Concile of Nicée, in the year 325... in order to 
« recuperate » those Old Nordic Winter Traditions they were not able to 
erase... 

Remark : At the end of the week, most of the Folks of Northern-Europe 
refer to the Sun as you can trace easily in Sunday, Zondag, Sontag... 
while South-Europeans mainly refer to Domine, Domenico... as, again, a 
direct link to their Middle-East born belief... This is the reason why we 
created a Gotland Seminar. Gotland being not only the starting Maritime 
Port of the travels of Vikings but also being historically proven as the 
launching place of the Old Hanseatic League.

Additionally, proven by Anthropology, the Island of Gotland is the 
geographic centre of the Nordlandic Folk, as you can see on this map. A 
map that reunite us clearly with Russie from which we have been 
divided with 70 years of Communism. A theory invented by a certain 
Marx... that re-adapted the Old Jules Cesaer’s motto « Divide & Rule » in 



dividing Northern-Europe.. So, it means practically that we have as duty 
to re-establinsh relations with Russia. Again for this, the actual revival 
of the Hanseatic League Spirit - restarted in Holland in 1980 - is an ideal 
peaceful & cultural plattform that you can find at www.hanse.org 

Irony of History, it is now Folks that have been a long time under 
Domination of Communism that are now de Spearhead of Patriotism, 
grouped in the Visegrad Group, against the Diktat of Brussels’ EU ! 

http://www.hanse.org




SOLUTIONS...

Happily, we are not alone : a lot ot interesting movements are now 
actives, also at the European level, the most successful being THE 
IDENTITARIANS that became famous on the spot with their boat against 
« Human Trafficking » at the coasts of Libya...

They made, in this end of 
April 018, again a great 
action with 2 helicopters and 
about 100 Members against 
Human Trafficking in the 
Alpes Mountains, were 
Africans (Helped by 
Leftists...) were trying to 
pass the border between 
Italy & France. They can be 
found on the Internet at :
www.defendeurope.net

http://www.defendeurope.net


There are also very interesting local initiatives that are working in the 
same direction and also with the same « Corporate Image » : I mean a 
clean and smiling look clearly banning all references to National-
Socialism and/or Fascism.

I deliver you here a perfect case of a Flemish Patriotic Movement named 
Schild & Vrienden (on Facebook with this name).

Their name « Schield & Friends » refers directly to an old phonetic 
password that French Invaders were unable to pronounce. 1302 refers 
to a victorious battle against the same French Knights that happend in 
year 1302. A victory being today officially the National Day of the 
Flemish Community. 

They do not spread a « Program » but sell a collection of stickers that 
are speaking from themselves...



This group became suddenly well known and is rapidly growing after 
they did an spectacular action in the Flemish City of Ghent, against 
Leftists that were supporting Open Borders...

You can find a video about it on YouTube at : 

http://youtu.be/eXSOC7qwZso 

http://youtu.be/eXSOC7qwZso


About EU...

The EU as we know it today is still guilty of its « Original Sin » : 
an Egalitarian Dogmatic that pushed them in the mistake of 
Mixing countries with too big economic differences. They 
should have work with a 2-speeds system, following the 
realities of the countries involved. 

The second Sin is their self-explained total lack of a Popular 
Direct Democracy : too much Lobbies and personal interests...

Additionally, they follow blindly the orders of the UNO that 
announced clearly that EU has to « Undermine the 
Homogeinity » of its population; we understand their lack of 
protecting the extertnal borders of EU and their support to 
organisations helping to the Open Borders’ Massive 
Migrations.

That their own employees do not complain inside is to 
understand : the EU, for their own people, speak about retiring 
at the age of 50 and with 9.000 € per month...



....and we can imagine seriously that Gorbatchev knows the 
subject !

ALTERNATIVES to the Brussels’ EU 

There are 2 existing potential alternatives already running :



The E.F.T.A. = European Free Trade Association grouping 
Norway, Iceland, Zwitserland & Lichtenstein.

An association where the Countries-Members remain FREE of 
their own Destiny ! Their website is www.efta.int

Less known, another association, more concentrated on Folks 
& Local Cultures is also existing : the EFA for European Free 
Alliance. Their website is www.e-f-a.org

Practically, Northern-
European countries 
should leave the « Treaty 
of Rome »... certainly 
when you know wich 
future is prepapring 
Rome in its support of 
Massive Migrations !

http://www.efta.int
http://www.e-f-a.org


Not so well known but important to know it, the are also active 
EU-skepticals within the EU Parlement. Their group is named 
EUROPE for NATIONS & FREEDOM. Their website is 
http://www.enfgroup-ep.eu/ 

We suggest you to visit their website and make contact to your 
local Political Party that is member of the ENF Group.

http://www.enfgroup-ep.eu/


Conclusion...

The first step is evident : If you don’t want to end as London 
and Sweden : Massive Remigration ASAP !

The manual is ready by the 
IDENTITARIANS ! Support them ! Go 
to www.defendeurope.net 

http://www.defendeurope.net


Practically...

Being only against Massive Migrations is not a constructive 
goal in itself : cleaning is not building ! We must also make 
constructive proposals & indicate clear directions. 

1° If you are Nordeuropea, be interested and eventually active 
in the actual revival of the New Hansa Spirit : follow their 
activities on www.hanse.org/en/  - If you are a Boat-Lover, see 
also www.hansesail.com - About relations with Russia, it is 
also interesting to know that the City of Veliky Novgorod has 
recently decided to make an annual Hanseatic Week...

2° Learn to indicate a clear socio-economic way by « Indicating 
the Enemy » : the Financial Speculative Capitalism. 

Very well explained in this book that promotes a Long Term 
Vision of a Constructive Capitalism with a Social Dimension... 
totally opposed to the Short Term Speculation with no Social 
Dimension... Mostly spreaded in Nordeuropa : the reason why 
named it has been named « The Rhineland Model » by the 
French Author Michel ALBERT. Exists in several languages. 
MUST READ !

http://www.hanse.org/en/
http://www.hansesail.com


 3° Join and participate to an active socio-cultural movement 
as those presented in the present overview. Avoid all reference 
to National-Socialism or Fascism. Avoid Black wearing black 
clothes.

Would you be interested to follow the NORDLANDIA TRILOGY 
and eventually become a local « Captain » to spread our vision 
around you, contact the author : andrevbremen@gmail.com

4° Last but not least : HANSA MARINE - Charity for our Folks !

The idea is very simple : Copycat (and Law of Precedent / 
Rechtsprechung...) of the social work of The Salvation Army 
but in our case, with priority in the direction of our own Folks. 
« Marine » to make the difference with their « Army » and to 
show our special relationship with North & Baltic Seas...

Look what happend to the Food Bank of Essen in Germany : 
reaching a % of 75 % of Non-Germans sollicitating Free Food, 
they stopped to give food to non-Germans in order to 
concentrate their energy on people with regular German ID’s.

mailto:andrevbremen@gmail.com


VIDEO...

This presentation video is about 10 years old but did not 
change in its princip : One Worldisms as Marxism & 
Christianism has been now replaced by Pro-Islamism, Open 
Borders & New World Order but the danger of neglecting local 
cultures, traditions, norms & values remains identical...

Go to :  https://vimeo.com/70698459 

https://vimeo.com/70698459


Merchandising :  : go to http://cafepress.com/NORDLANDIA 

We can also send you for free an embroidery File of the 
NORDLANDIA FLAG in Tajima data, the most common file that 
you can send by mail to an Embroidery Shop or to a Workwear 
shop that are also very often equipped with embroidery 
machines. Just ask for it : andrevbremen@gmail.com

http://cafepress.com/NORDLANDIA
mailto:andrevbremen@gmail.com


ACTION PLEASE !

Let’s be clear : we go for Non-Violent structural Long Term 
Kulturkampf, including Bismark’s « Los von Rom » ! 
Remember that the Spanish Reconquista took 800 years !

The Enemy is right for himself : he is in his own logic of 
Competitor. The real Enemies are within :

1° Our own lack of clear program and systematic actions 
leading to the Power... Look at the Macron’s Election in France 
with only 19% of the Votes... while the SIlencious Majority of 
57% did not even vote...

2° The People playing for our Competitors :

A. The People speculating clearly on Invading Masses 
because being themselves rooted in the International 
Nomadism, Financial Speculators and Political Parties 
supporting this Nomadism for collecting Votes : Look at 
Brussels : the most invaded city in the world with 183 
different nationalities... that led to 32 Deaths & 340 



Wounded with bombs placed at Brussels Airport & Metro... 
by young Muslims of Brussels... in the name of ISIS !    
Some of them were even already previously involved in the 
Mass murders of Paris’ Bataclan & Terrasses ! From those 
people, there is nothing to hope : we can just stop & beat 
them with a better popular success reflecting what Workers 
& Middle Class Citizens really need and want. 

B. The People supporting naïvely the Invading Masses : 
those people have to be considered as suffering of an illness : 
They are so strongly brainwashed that they do not realize that 
they are making totally what Big Brother & Multinationals want. 
Not a lot to hope from them, some of them even became 
agressive as the Antifa or Extreme-Left Activists forcing 
borders with groups of Massive Migrants...



HANSA PATRIA ACADEMY...

This will be our action : creating structured & motivated 
Citizens of NORDLANDIA & Allied countries as Visegrad Group 
or even Bulgaria where Volunteers are guarding their border 
with Islamic Turkey.

Just joining is not enough ! There are Sine Qua Non conditions  
to understand and to respect for entering the « Academy » !

- Be aware that we support the Constructive Capitalism 
named « Rhineland Model » as developped in the founding 
book « Capitalism against Capitalism ».

- Be aware that « Los von 
Rom » means « Let’s get rid 
of the Influence of Rome ». 
If, as the author, you have 
been as baby involved in 
the Roman Catholic 
Church... you must realize 
that the moment has come 
to resign officially from it... 
as I did...



-  As the Hanseatic History is our main social reference, be 
interested in its revival actually running. See 
www.hanse.org/en/ - If you love boats, see also 
www.hansesail.com

- As some people are adding a suffix to their name when they 
have done their Pelgrimage to their belief’s main city... the 
author Andre became Andre-Hans after he has done its 
Hanseatic Pelgrimage-Cruise around the Island of Gotland 
by visiting most of the Hanseatic Ports of North & Baltic 
Sea ! It will convince you how much close are our people 
from which we have been divided by Christianism, 
Communism & EU ! 

- In the actual struggle for the respect of our European 
Identity, the best active group is without doubt the 
IDENTITAIRS. It has been proven with their boat at the 
Libyan Coast and their Helicopters in the Alps Mountain. 
Those actions are of course expensive : we expect from you 
to make them a monthly payment of at least 5 € per month, 
as I will do !

http://www.hanse.org/en/
http://www.hansesail.com


- About the MASTER KEY : « Know yourself and become what 
you are ! » We have been too long daily brainwashed by pro-
Big Brother ideologies. The time has come to be lucid about 
our own identity and destiny !

There are 2 important steps to accomplish in this direction :

1° Make your Family Tree...

2° Have your DNA examination...



A few word in French about the Author...

A propos de l’auteur...

Le parours d’un séparatiste Nord-
Européen...

Belge, né en 1945 - 73 ans en 2018 
- j’ai grandi dans ce que l’on 
pourrait appeler « le Rayonnement 
Culturel de la France », sous 
l’influence de parents 

froncophones dont une mère francophile férue d’Hisoire de 
France.

Un grand frère Bobo (Comédien & Photographe) m’a fait 
connaître l’hypocrisie des Communistes de salon, tour à tour 
Moscoutaire et ensuite pro-Chinois, je lui dois d’avoir été 
vacciné très jeune contre les idées de la Gauche Bourgeoise !

Ma rencontre avec la revue Nouvelle Ecole a été déterminante 
et m’a fait, en son temps, adhérer aux idées du G.R.E.C.E. par 
le passé. Un esprit toujours présent dans leur périodique 
ELEMENTS pour la Civilisation Européenne. Séparé du  
G.R.E.C.E mais tout aussi intéressant, un groupe comme Terre 
& Peuple et leur magazine sont à mes yeux pour moi tout aussi 
fondamentaux.

Redevenant moi-même, c’est à dire Flamand, j’ai redécouvert 
que les 3 cousins de ma Mère avaient été prénommés Achille, 
Virgile et Ulysse par des parents Anversois qui refusaient de 
donner des prénoms chrétiens à leurs enfants.

J’ai donc appris, en 3ème langue, le Néerlandais (que ma Mère 
Flamande ne m’a jamais parlé !), me suis marié avec une 



Flamande et je vis en Flandre, ce morceau de terre séparé des 
Pays-Bas par la création, en 1830, de l’état artificiel nommé 
Belgique.

Belgique, un état qui n’arrête pas de divorcer ! Les derniers 
résultats des élections nationales le montrent bien : le Nord 
Flamand économiquement sain est largement uni sous une 
bannière neo-conservatrice, pendant que le Sud francophone 
se porte économiquement mal - (gros 
% d’immigrés + gros % de chômage). 
Ce Sud éternel « Donneur de Leçons 
de Démocratie » est complètement 
divisé en Socialos - Liberos - Cathos 
- Gauchos...

Cela dit, cette sentiment 
dichotomique Flamand-Français 
n’est pas neuf en Belgique : Thyl 
Ulenspiegel, héros Flamand par 
execellence, luttant tout à la fois 
contre l’Envahisseur Espagnol et les 
Bourgeois « Collabos » est un roman 
écrit originellement en Français par 
Charles de Coster... originaire de la 
ville flamande de Gand. 



Tout ceci pour dire qu’il est évident que Bretons, Normands, 
Flamands et Alsaciens ont comme vraies Racines profondes 
l’Europe du Nord et qu’elles ne sont donc par définition ni 
Latines, ni Chrétiennes... même si une couche de vernis 
franco-latin y a été apposée par les circonvolutions de 
l’Histoire, telle la ville de Rijsel prise par la France et 
renommée Lille... à titre de revanche de leur défaite cuisante 
lors de la Bataille dite « des Eperons d’or ».... aujourd’hui Fête 
Nationale Flamande...

En cette époque ou nous assistons à une lutte ouverte quasi 
ouverte entre les tenants des « NOMADES & 
ENRACINES » (une intéressante très ancienne plaquette du 
G.R.E.C.E. !) il est utile de s’en souvenir afin de bâtir ensemble 
des choses solides sur de nouvelles bases. Tout étant dans la 
différence de Point de Vue, au sens littéral du terme, lorsque 
l’on sait que le nôtre est vu à partir de l’Île de Gotland, lieu de 
fondation de la Ligue Hanséatique qui revit splendidement sur 
www.hanse.org/en/ 

http://www.hanse.org/en/


Un résumé très court ! 

Le Sud-Tirol n’est pas l’Italie !

Nous ne sommes pas l’Assistance Publique du Monde...

Lorsque le Non-Droit devient le Droit, la Résistance est un 
devoir ! 

Il convient donc d’agir en conséquence ! 


